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Woman: Hat: Waldek wool rabbit L20R/18-W
Scarf: rio scarf S26/15 | Muff: Boa muff S07/18
Shoes: Winter shoes Stylla JT04/17
Man: Hat: Krups DZ01/18 | Mittens: Alex P16/18

Products on the cover
Hat: Lucy R55/16
Mittens: Tabas P02/18
Vest: Ari Bis K230/18

Welcome to Gena fur world!
Gena brand history, which is also part of family history, start-

ed in Poland, nowy targ in 1989. Since then company produces high 
quality goods made of genuine fur and leather, certified materials of 
only european origin, including the Finnish furs from                              ,                                         
different type of sheepskins, mink and American raccoon fur. In order 
to expand our production possibilities we started to combine fur and 
leather with high quality natural materials like cashmere or wool.

every model from our collection we produce in our own facto-
ry, where we combine fashion innovation with traditional craftsman-
ship. our products are manually cut and machine sewn, some hand-
stitched.

We always take care about the quality, from the first step, 
when we start production, to the last step, when we pack products 
and send them to the customers from all over the world.

the main line of Gena collection is headwear for woman and 
man in three fashion lines: casual, elegant and sport. Presented mod-
els have functional designs, combinations of noble materials, ethnic 
patterns and decorative foils knitted onto the skins.

Our wide offer contains also stunning outerwear: short jackets, 
fur vest or long and multifunctional sheepskin coats. Designs char-
acterize asymmetry, big collars and large hoods. We present also 
perfect complement to the winter outfits. Accessories offer contains 
fashionable fur key chains, stylish bag for every occasion, fur stoles, 
footwear and handmade jewellery.

Gena F/W collection 2018-19 creates winter trends, giving 
everyone opportunity to reach the luxury fashion comparable with 
the best world`s brands. All designs are inspired by elegant, active 
and courageous women and men valuing comfort and style. All this 
makes the final result that always impresses even the most discerning 
customers.

Active winter in the mountains
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Hat: Glam L14/18FB | Mittens: Glam P15/18
Bag: Glam T01/18

Active winter in the mountains Active winter in the mountains

Woman: Hat: Lucy R55/16 | Mittens: Tabas P02/18 
Vest: Ari Bis K230/18 | Shoes: Winter shoes Melfi JT01/18

Man: Hat: Benito L13/18FB 
Mittens: Benito P12/18
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Hat: Ginny R83/18 
Mittens: Miki P17/18 | Bag: Rami T06/18 
Coat: Parka BL20/18

Every day should be a perfect dayActive winter in the mountains

Hat: Headway R73/18 | Mittens: Alex P16/18
Vest: Dallas GE02/18 | Jacket: Emily BL30/18
Shoes muff: Twist GE/S01/18
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Hat: Wilga Pom R12/18 | Mittens: Mira P18/18
Vest: Estel GE01/18
Jewellery: Kolia Necklace BJ08/18

Woman: Hat: Evelin R72/18 | Gloves: Aspen P19/18 
Bag: Colby T05/18 | Coat: Liam BL01/18 
Shoes: Winter shoes Serta JT02/18

Man: Hat: Soyer L10/18 | Mittens: Ramon P20/18

Every day should be a perfect day Every day should be a perfect day
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Hat: Remus L13/18 | Gloves: Nemo bis FG04/18
Jacket: Orest BL15/18

Every day should be a perfect day
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Bag: Karmi T02/18 | Coat: Sisi GE04/18 Hat: Charlotte W01/18M | Bag: Fiona T04/18
Coat: Danielle BL02/18

Natural beauty of evening style

Hat: Vagos M01/18 | Coat: Franz BL16/18

Natural beauty of evening style
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Hat: Carmen F10/18M | Bag: Basil T03/18
Pendant: Cindy BR01/18 | Coat: Ruth GE03/18

Natural beauty of evening style



GENA                         
Kokoszków 54F
34-400 Nowy Targ, Poland
phone +48 18 266 5150
marketing@gena.pl
www.gena.pl
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Do you want more? 
See whole collection…

follow us:

www.gena.pl

Zadanie jest współfinansowane
 przez Ministra Rozwoju


